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City Lights, Ltd. Goes Live on eCMS v.4.0
Computer Guidance Customer Benefits From Significant Productivity Gains
Scottsdale, Arizona – September 24, 2013 – Computer Guidance Corporation, the leading developer of
construction financial and project management software solutions for architecture, engineering and
construction companies, today announced that City Lights, Ltd. has successfully implemented Computer
Guidance’s cloud-based Hosted eCMS v.4.0 enterprise resource planning solution.
City Lights, Ltd. is an electrical company specializing in infrastructure, industrial and commercial electrical
work. The Chicago-based commercial contractor delivers both underground and overhead installation of
traffic signals, electrical duct banks, fiber optic and solar panel installations, highway and airports lights
systems and more for the City of Chicago.
“Computer Guidance’s Hosted eCMS ERP has provided our organization with immediate benefits through
increased productivity and effectiveness with its intuitive user interface and easy-to-use navigation among
screens.” stated Jackie Hoffman, President at City Lights, Ltd. “Our team is able to accomplish their daily
tasks in a significantly lesser time, with a greater accuracy, allowing our company to focus on the business
rather than on the underlying software solution.”
“Hosted eCMS is a highly scalable ERP solution that provides robust core financial and project
management applications that organizations like City Lights can build upon to further improve their business
processes and overall productivity levels.” commented Mike Bihlmeier, President, Computer Guidance
Corporation. “Our cloud-based deployment model has proven to be a great success for our customers who
choose to mitigate their risks as it comes to the management of their technology and IT infrastructure.”
About Computer Guidance Corporation
Since 1981, Computer Guidance offers the most complete, proven and reliable construction management
solution for architecture, engineering and commercial construction companies. Computer Guidance’s eCMS
solution provides financial accounting and project management applications supported by advanced
business intelligence and innovative productivity tools. eCMS is recognized as the solution of choice for top
general and specialty contractors in the CFMA Information Technology Survey and has been selected by
the Associated General Contractors of America (AGC) as the construction management solution of choice
for its members nationwide since 2010. Computer Guidance customers are recognized among the Top 400
Contractors and Top 50 Contractors by Engineering News-Record (ENR). Computer Guidance is a premier
business partner of IBM Corporation, providing a solid technology foundation for both its cloud-based,
hosted and on-premise, enterprise solutions. For additional information, visit www.computerguidance.com
or call 888.361.4551.
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